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JULIET RE-LAUNCHED  

FOLLOWING HYBRID CONVERSION BY HUISFIT  
The 44m / 143ft Royal Huisman world cruising ketch was 

launched in 1993 and is a fine example of pioneering, 

custom-built technologies in late 20th century yacht 

building. With nearly a quarter million of ocean miles 

under her keel, she still looks and sails like a dream. 

Juliet returned to Royal Huisman for Huisfit, the 

shipyard’s refit services, in Amsterdam, to “go green” 

and become future-proof, by embracing all the latest 

hybrid technology benefits.  
 

Juliet’s re-launch just before the summer marks a noteworthy step closer to delivery. 

Soon, her Owners can enjoy the exceptional lifestyle and environmental benefits of 

hybrid sailing, including silent operation, zero emissions, peak-shaving, shaft-

generated power under sail and reduced fuel consumption, combined with enhanced 

operational flexibility and redundancy.  
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Royal Huisman is the shipyard that 

pioneered hybrid propulsion with 

the game-changing 58m / 190ft 

ketch Ethereal (the world’s first 

hybrid superyacht, delivered in 

2009) and has continued to refine 

its technological lead with the 52m / 

172ft ‘NextGEN’ ketch Elfje and 

some remarkable projects including 

the hybrid conversion (by Huisfit) of 

an undisclosed 30m / 99ft cutter.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HYBRID BY ROYAL HUISMAN: ETHEREAL (THE WORLD’S FIRST HYBRID 

SUPERYACHT),  ‘NEXTGEN’ KETCH ELFJE AND REMARKABLE 

PROJECTS INCLUDING AN UNDISCLOSED ROYAL HUISMAN CUTTER 
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The centerpiece of Juliet’s hybrid conversion is a new gearbox, aligned with a sophisticated new 

electric motor/generator. This facilitates indirect electric propulsion, either generated by the main 

engine or drawn from the new, high performance battery bank or generator. Conventional shaft 

drive directly from the engine remains an option, as well. The system enables the main engine to 

meet the yacht’s ‘hotel load’ requirements by means of the electric motor/generator, whilst the 

power management set-up also provides additional silent options via the advanced battery bank. 

With the main engine becoming the primary 

source of power generation, the system is 

configured to deliver peak shaving from the 

battery bank – for example during sail hoisting and 

maneuvering. The thrusters are electrically rather 

than hydraulically-propelled. The same battery 

bank will enable ‘silent ship’ operation, including 

air-conditioning and hotel load consumers. 

 

 

 

 

UNDER SAIL, ELECTRICAL POWER WILL BE GENERATED BY THE PROPELLER’S 

ROTATION – ANSWERING EVERY SAILOR’S DREAM TO HOIST THE SAILS, 

CAPTURE THE WIND AND SILENCE ‘THAT NOISY AND SMELLY ENGINE’ 
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Under sail, electrical power will be generated by the 

propeller’s rotation – answering every sailor’s dream to 

hoist the sails, capture the wind and silence ‘that noisy 

and smelly engine’. Rapid re-charging of the battery 

bank is provided by the electric motor/generator driven 

by the main engine or generator. At anchor, battery 

power replaces the gensets as the main power supply, 

eliminating the noise and atmospheric pollution that 

can detract from the harmony of pristine anchorages. 
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All of the above will ensure a 

much-reduced requirement for the 

main generators in their traditional 

role. They will offer a high level of 

redundancy, both for the 

propulsion via the diesel-electric 

system, and as an alternative 

source of electrical power 

generation. In the latter role, the 

main engine’s generator would 

typically be the first choice for the 

recharging of the batteries after 

hours of zero emission mode. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JULIET AT ANCHOR IN FAKARAVA, FRENCH POLYNESIA  

(PHOTO BY CAPT. JONATHAN ALLAN) 

 
 

 

“Huisfit is offering a number of smart green solutions to reduce the use of 

energy onboard superyachts with 20th century technology. A conversion by 

Huisfit in Amsterdam - from conventional to hybrid - is the ultimate systems 

upgrade with leading-edge propulsion and power generation” 
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JULIET JUST BEFORE RE-LAUNCH BY HUISFIT IN AMSTERDAM  

VIDEO: WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/ROYALHUISMANVIDEOS  

 

 

 

 

THE CENTERPIECE OF JULIET’S 

HYBRID CONVERSION BY ROYAL 

HUISMAN’S HUISFIT IS A NEW 

GEARBOX, ALIGNED WITH A 

SOPHISTICATED NEW ELECTRIC 

MOTOR/GENERATOR. THIS 

FACILITATES INDIRECT ELECTRIC 

PROPULSION, EITHER GENERATED 

BY THE MAIN ENGINE OR DRAWN 

FROM THE NEW, HIGH 

PERFORMANCE BATTERY BANK 

OR GENERATOR.  
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JULIET IN NORWAY (PHOTO BY CAPT. JONATHAN ALLAN) 

 

Hybrid conversions by Huisfit provide quality yachts of Juliet’s era with a lasting new lease of life, 

and the shipyard team sees an increasing interest in these conversions. Not only do Owners and 

captains fully appreciate the benefits of enhanced quality of life aboard but also – by anticipating 

the requirements of future worldwide environmental regulations – they also see a wise investment 

in making a fine yacht future-proof. 

 

“Huisfit is offering a number of smart green solutions to reduce the use of energy onboard 

superyachts with 20th century technology. A conversion by Huisfit in Amsterdam - from 

conventional to hybrid - is the ultimate systems upgrade with leading-edge propulsion and power 

generation,” says Jan Timmerman, CEO of Royal Huisman. “The Huisfit approach brings together 

our exceptional infrastructure, technology and skills, with leading industry specialists to provide a 

bespoke solution for every refit, rebuild and renewal project in one tailored package.” 

 

END OF PRESS RELEASE  
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Editor’s notes: 

 

Main specifications of Juliet 

Yard no. 357 

Type World cruising ketch 

Naval architect Ron Holland Design 

Exterior design Pieter Beeldsnijder Design / Ron Holland Design 

Interior architects Pieter Beeldsnijder Design 

Length 44m / 143ft 

Length waterline 35m / 116ft 

Beam 9m / 30ft 

Draft 5m / 15ft 

Displacement 240t 

Hull speed 14 knots 

Builder Royal Huisman (1993) 

More photos www.royalhuisman.com/Juliet   

 

Hybrid by Royal Huisman’s Huisfit 

Huisfit is offering a wide range of green solutions to 

reduce the use of energy. Hybrid conversions by Huisfit 

provide quality yachts of Juliet’s era with a lasting new 

lease of life. Owners can enjoy the exceptional lifestyle 

and environmental benefits of hybrid sailing, including 

silent operation, zero emissions, peak-shaving, shaft-

generated power under sail and reduced fuel 

consumption, combined with enhanced operational 

flexibility and redundancy. See and learn more at 

www.huisfit.com/greensolutions   
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HUISFIT  -  Superyacht Refit, Rebuild and Renewal by Royal Huisman 

 

Huisfit, has enjoyed growing success since extending its reach to the wider superyacht fleet. Huisfit 

offers everything from classification-driven refit and maintenance work to the re-arrangement and 

refurbishment of superyacht interiors. In recent years Huisfit has proven to be a specialist for 

various yacht conversions, rebuilds and "green" solutions for both motor- and sailing yachts.  

 

The Huisfit team recognizes that every refit comes with a unique set of requirements, relevant 

infrastructure, access to specialist trade skills and equipment, and suitable slots to respect the 

yacht’s schedule: expertise à la carte. All projects are able to benefit from the comprehensive and 

highly regarded in-house design engineering capability of Royal Huisman and sistercompany 

Rondal.  
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Located in the heart of the Dutch maritime services 

cluster, Royal Huisman’s dedicated refit division can 

accommodate any yacht. Huisfit has already proven 

itself to superyachts built by shipyards like Feadship, 

Lürssen, Abeking & Rasmussen, Heesen, Claasen, 

Holland Jachtbouw. In addition numerous Royal 

Huisman-built yachts have benefitted from Huisfit 

over the last decades. 
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Sailing yacht Adèle returns 

Huisfit is pleased to announce that the Owner 

of the 55m / 180ft classic ketch Adèle (Vitters, 

2005) appointed Huisfit for excessive refit and 

service work including her 15 year survey later 

this year. Previously she received a successful 

refit and class survey in 2016 at Huisfit, the 

foundation was laid for a long term relation 

with the great team of S/Y Adèle.  

 

And why Huisfit again? Project manager Taco Zwarts, who is representing the Owners explains 

their decision to return in 2021: “After the previous successful refit by Huisfit, it was clear and very 

obvious for us. In a nutshell: The Huisfit team is honest and the cooperation is smooth; the 

technical updates were well executed and of high quality […] Also, since that moment the 

shipyard’s service team supported us worldwide whenever needed.”   
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Huisfit’s main facilities in Amsterdam ‘at a glance’ 

 Total area: 12,000 sqm / 129,200 ft2 

 Located in the heart of the Dutch maritime services cluster: dense network of 

partners and suppliers 

 Non-tidal location with convenient access to North Sea 

 3 Heated main halls for lengths up to 68m / 223ft 

 Berthing at deep water quay for in-water-work 

 Located at just 20 minutes from Amsterdam city centre and Schiphol airport 

 Crew accommodation with offices, houses and apartments at the shipyard 

 Highly regarded services, expertise and innovation of Rondal, Royal Huisman’s 

sister company: rigs, deck equipment, composites and much more 
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Electric propulsion onboard Royal Huisman project 404 

Juliet’s conversion coincides with the construction of a new 59.7m / 196ft high-performance sloop, 

currently being built at the shipyard headquarters. Royal Huisman project 404 will have retractable, 

azimuthing electric propulsion units, which will offer a number of similar advantages for everyone 

onboard. Gregory Monks, the Owners’ representative of Project 404, explains “Why?”: learn and 

see more in “What goes down, must come up!” at www.royalhuisman.com > news > inhuis 

 

“The yacht can motor in ‘quiet mode’ using only the batteries, so an early 

morning silent departure from a peaceful anchorage is possible” 
 

“The propulsion units can serve as underwater turbines,  

generating power for the ship’s systems and charging the batteries” 
 

“Having plenty of redundancy is a key factor  

for sailing safely around the world” 
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High resolution illustrations 

The images from this press release as well as a text only file can be available on request via Jurjen 

van ‘t Verlaat: jurjen@royalhuisman.com or +31 527 243131.   

 


